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Massive procedural content creation, for example, for virtual urban environments, is a difficult, yet important challenge. While shape grammars are a popular example of effectiveness in architectural modeling, they have clear limitations regarding readability, manageability, and expressive power when addressing a variety of complex structural designs. Moreover, shape grammars aim at geometry specification and do not facilitate integration with other types of content, such as textures or light sources, which could rather accompany the generation process. We present procedural content graphs, a graph-based solution for procedural generation that addresses all these issues in a visual, flexible, and more expressive manner. Besides integrating handling of diverse types of content, this approach introduces collective entity manipulation as lists, seamlessly providing features such as advanced filtering, grouping, merging, ordering, and aggregation, essentially unavailable in shape grammars. Hereby, separated entities can be easily merged or just analyzed together in order to perform a variety of context-based decisions and operations. The advantages of this approach are illustrated via examples of tasks that are either very cumbersome or simply impossible to express with previous grammar approaches.

1. Introduction

Content creation is one of the most expensive factors for many game productions. In particular, urban modeling is an important challenge, as it has applications in various areas from city planning, training, and learning, to simulation, and entertainment. Unfortunately, creating large-scale urban areas by hand is a very complex task that quickly becomes unmanageable in cost and time. Although procedural methods have received much attention in game development, automating urban modeling remains a very difficult process, as it concerns the creation and integration of terrain, vegetation, roads and complex buildings [1], each involving particular representations and content types (meshes, lines, textures, lighting, etc.).

Grammar-based approaches [2–4] have proven useful for the generation of several kinds of pattern structures, yet their formal, textual representation is generally inadequate for artists [5]. A large variety of different rules have to be defined in order to achieve a fine-grained control and, for complex designs, even small changes may require redefining many grammar rules and writing new ones. Such large rule sets also lead to reduced readability and manageability: it becomes hard to find meaningful rule names, rule sequencing becomes hard to maintain, and the data flow becomes hard to follow (see Figure 2).

The initial steps in such grammars are typically top-down, sequentially dividing shapes entities to define local scopes. While each rule can produce multiple shapes, it can only operate on one individual shape at a time. This implies that, once split, separate entities cannot be merged back nor queried anymore as a whole set. This limits the expressiveness of the approach, that is, the range of ideas that can be communicated and represented, such as

(i) clustering, for example, to assemble buildings into a certain number of neighborhoods featuring different architectural styles or purposes;

(ii) averaging, for example, to find the center location of a set of buildings to divide them into downtown and peripheral areas;
(i) a collective management of entities as lists or groups, for example, for sorting, advanced filtering, and aggregation operations;

(ii) a flexible and extensible framework featuring parameters, attributes, and so-called augmentations to create custom graph nodes with compact manipulation possibilities;

(iii) a visual graph-based framework for procedural content generation, supporting a transparent data flow control to manipulate and combine different data entities within a single pipeline.

We start by reviewing previous work (Section 2) and then present our graph-based approach (Section 3) by describing the specifics of entity representation and data flow management. Next, we present its main content manipulation and integration capabilities (Section 4), providing various examples that would have been cumbersome or impossible to express with grammar-based solutions. We continue with an explanation of our implementation (Section 5), containing further details of the designed framework and achieved flexibility, after which we discuss how our solution compares to other grammar and graph-based approaches (Section 6). Finally, we conclude and give an outlook on future work (Section 7).

2. Previous Work

Grammar-based approaches have proven very useful in the context of plant generation [8] and even extensions have been suggested to integrate environmental influence [9]. Yet, these approaches usually work in a bottom-up fashion, which is less intuitive when working on shapes such as buildings. The application of formal grammars to 2D shapes, so-called shape grammars, was introduced by Stiny and Gips [10]. Here, the process is rather top-down and shapes are typically substituted by more complex shapes that are then treated independently. Such an approach is well suited for regular man-made structures, such as façades, as illustrated by split grammars [2], wall grammars [11], and the CGA grammar [3]. The last approach has even been integrated in a commercial software CityEngine [12]. Krecklau et al. [4] introduced a generalization of such grammars, with the possibility to manipulate multiple types of nonterminal objects, as well as to pass nonterminal symbols as parameters into rules using the definition of abstract structure templates. Another grammar extension, presented in [13], introduced procedural scene illumination, defined in terms of lighting goals, luminaire installation sites, and constraints.

One important limitation of all these top-down approaches is that any splitting strategy leads to independent and unrelated parts. Building connections between constructed objects is basically impossible. By passing attachment points along [14], some cases, like bridge structures, could be handled. Another alternative was presented in the form of a stack-based programming language [15, 16]. However, in both cases, the approaches proved unattractive to use by designers and nonprogrammers. Building on this observation, simplified interaction schemes have been developed [17]. Here,
高阶的原语被定义为一个“专业模式”，尽管它仍然需要编辑一个复杂的文本基元语法，但交互定制和组合是可能的。


一个流行的替代方案是对文本规则定义的视觉编程语言 paradigm [25]，特别是基于数据流图 [26]。应用例子包括地形生成 [27]，树 [28, 29]，纹理/图像 [30, 31]，动画 [31, 32]，或者几何学 [6, 32]，所有这些都具有自己的具体操作。一个框架，旨在将几种内容的定义与我们的框架相匹配。


3. Our Graph Approach

我们工作的基础是一个程序内容图（PCGR），其中节点和边描述程序和数据流，分别。在本节中，我们将首先给出一个图形结构的概述，处理的数据，以及执行过程。然后我们将讨论一些新的概念，如通过列表和增益的控制，以及如何通过属性和封装图形来操纵。

3.1. Graph Structure.

为了表示一个程序内容图，我们使用一个有向的、环状的图 $G = (N, E)$，其中 $N$ 是节点，$E$ 是边。图的拓扑结构编码了内容生成的数据流程：边是内容的载体，而节点是操作。节点代表程序（例如，转换、分析或过滤），我们用相同的术语互换。

不同的数据类型可以在同一幅图中流动和共存。它们的操纵可能性取决于处理这些数据的程序的可用性。节点有带型的输入/输出端口，输入/输出边可以连接，只要连接的端口之间是兼容的。

图结构的目的是允许程序的呈现，其中循环表示递归操作。然后，该过程不允许超过一个输出端口，可以被用于控制数据流动。相反，它退回到标签过滤，引入了可管理的更长的图形，其中在这些图形中已经有所缓解 [34]。同时，它可能创建高阶的数字内容，不是可能引入新的类型的语义实体和它们的高阶节点继承相同的（并且）其他端口限制。其他节点基于系统 [5] 解决这些问题，而且它们仍然共享初始限制形状语法。我们的工作整合了语法的威力和实现，但增加了管理能力、灵活性和高语义的视觉节点解决方案的表达性。

图2: 窗口示例，使用CGA形状语法定义（左上角，粗略地基于[3]和[38]）和我们的程序内容图（左下角），每个规则操作与一个节点编码，节点具有匹配的数字。视觉性质的这种方法更容易跟踪数据的流动，并不需要用户来接上规则符号（在蓝色中高亮的）或几何标签 [6, 7]，这些通常更难管理且容错性差。
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octagon refer to standard, encapsulated (Section 3.7), and augmentation nodes (Section 3.8), respectively.

3.2. Ports. There are 2 types of input ports: single input ports (represented with round outline) consume one data object per round. Collective input ports (represented with square outline) will consume the whole object queue, handling it as a list. This introduces the possibility to treat sets of objects instead of individual ones. A node that features at least one collective input port is called a collective node, as opposed to a single node.

Several edges can connect to one input port (a convergence port) and arriving elements are queued for execution. If several edges leave an output port (a divergence port), the outgoing data is copied. The result of executing a graph is obtained by collecting all the data emanating from all unconnected output ports or leaf ports. Ports can be blocked (represented with dark fill) in order to discard its results from the content pool. Blocking is also applicable to nonleaf ports or even edges, which can be useful to temporarily (for instance, for debugging) or conditionally prevent the flow at a particular location.

Unlike [5, 7], our approach does not pose any restrictions on the number of ports of a node: it can feature zero, one, or more input and output ports. The reasoning is the following: multiple input ports enable handling of several entities at once, which is crucial to combine different data types and perform context-dependent modifications. On the other hand, multiple output ports allow us to apply a filtering operation inside of the node, which is essential for nodes that split entities or simply need to separate the flow based on a certain condition or type of result. In this way, the dataflow filtering is encoded in the graph topology, instead of resorting to rule symbols [3], labels [7], or tags [17]. These previous solutions can make the development more tiresome, less readable, less manageable, and more error-prone, especially for more complex designs (Figure 2).

3.3. Entities. The primary type of information manipulated within a graph, transported through the edges between ports, is organized in form of entities. As their name implies, they represent independent and self-contained objects, carrying their own specific semantics.

For instance, to produce and manipulate geometric 3D data, a boundary representation (b-rep) featuring polygonal faces, edges, and vertices is adequate for most modeling operations. Yet a set of nodes for crossings, connected by edges to nodes for streets, is a far more concrete and appropriate data structure for representing street networks. The flexibility to introduce and manipulate any kind of data types means that specific procedures can be developed to optimally deal with them. For instance, by using "terrain" and "street" entities, one can apply algorithms, such as the ones described by Kelly and McCabe [35] or Galin et al. [36], which operate over such specific data representations.

Although each entity is expected to have its specific features, all entities share the possibility to incorporate custom attributes. Attributes are represented via a hash map in a key-value fashion and enable us to store properties in an entity dynamically, extending its initial design. This process makes it possible to attach properties, such as "name," "index," and "amount," which may only be relevant and applicable within the context of a particular graph. When an entity instance is used to create new instances (such as a split that cuts one shape into multiple ones), the new ones are called its descendants, while the original entity is considered an ancestor. Attributes are always copied from the ancestors to their descendants.

Entity types can also derive from others, following an inheritance pattern, which is relevant during the creation of procedures that operate on entity supertypes and not just specific types. For instance, node ports of type "entity" can accept any type of entity data.

An entity can typically aggregate other entities. For instance, "b-rep meshes" contain vertices, edges, and faces, which can be separated and processed individually throughout the graph. Likewise, meshes can also be aggregated within other meshes, recursively. This recursive construction allows us to group elements (e.g., a city entity can contain a list of region entities, which in turn contain houses, all of which are represented by mesh data).

3.4. Execution. The sequence in which nodes should be executed is mainly determined by the topological order of the directed graph, in the sense that the sequence of nodes is based on their dependencies (see Figure 3). Hence, the first nodes to be executed are those featuring no input ports (called source nodes). For the ordering of the other nodes, the order is topological, meaning that for every edge NM that connects an output of a node N to an input of a node M, N should be executed before M. After this order has been precalculated, the execution of the graph follows a data-presence protocol. A node can only be executed if each of its input ports has at least one entity in the respective input queue. The execution process runs as follows:

(1) Add the source nodes to a node queue Q (according to an order which can be user-specified).
(2) While Q is not empty:
   (a) Dequeue a node N from Q.
   (b) Execute N.
      (i) Source nodes are executed once.
      (ii) Single nodes will run several times, each time popping one entity from each of their input ports and executing a round with those entities, until at least one input queue is empty.
      (iii) Collective nodes will be executed once, since the list of entities will be emptied in one go. This might lead to some entities being left at single input ports.
   (c) Pass on entity data from connected output ports of N to the subsequent input ports of nodes M, according to established edge connections.
   (d) For all nodes M connected to an output port of N, we verify if all their input port queues are empty.

The sequence of nodes should be executed in a topological order, meaning that the sequence of nodes is based on their dependencies (see Figure 3). This ensures that the execution of the graph follows a data-presence protocol. A node can only be executed if each of its input ports has at least one entity in the respective input queue. The execution process runs as follows:

(1) Add the source nodes to a node queue Q (according to an order which can be user-specified).
(2) While Q is not empty:
   (a) Dequeue a node N from Q.
   (b) Execute N.
      (i) Source nodes are executed once.
      (ii) Single nodes will run several times, each time popping one entity from each of their input ports and executing a round with those entities, until at least one input queue is empty.
      (iii) Collective nodes will be executed once, since the list of entities will be emptied in one go. This might lead to some entities being left at single input ports.
   (c) Pass on entity data from connected output ports of N to the subsequent input ports of nodes M, according to established edge connections.
   (d) For all nodes M connected to an output port of N, we verify if all their input port queues are empty.
no longer empty. If all are filled, \( M \) is ready to be executed and therefore is added to \( Q \), placed according to the topological order.

(3) Retrieve all entities from nonconnected output ports for storage or display. As mentioned before, entities can also be discarded from the final result by setting the state of their output ports to blocked.

3.5. Recursion. Topological ordering is only possible when graphs are acyclic. This means that, for recursive graphs, cycles have to be identified and some edges are hidden from the topological sorting algorithm. The algorithm to find such edges proceeds as follows:

(1) Mark all edges as “unvisited” and “noncyclic.”

(2) For each graph node \( N \), perform a depth-first graph iteration starting with an empty list of visited nodes \( V \):

(a) Add \( N \) to \( V \).

(b) For each “unvisited” outgoing edge of that node, check the destination node \( M \).

(i) If \( M \) is contained in the list of visited nodes, mark the edge as “cyclic.”

(ii) Otherwise, mark the edge as “visited” and execute recursively at (a) with \( M \) and a copy of \( V \).

After these steps the process can proceed as before, with the single exception that, for the topological sorting, the edges marked as “cyclic” are not considered.

However, during the graph execution the edges are considered. Nodes connected to an output port of another node are added all the same to \( Q \) even if the edge connecting them is cyclic. Again, the addition to the queue should follow the topological order.

3.6. Procedures, Parameters, and Attributes. The configuration of a procedure’s behavior towards the input entities is performed via its node parameters. These can be initialized in several ways: with so-called graph parameters, which are constant and reusable within the scope of the graph; with a fixed value (a numeric value, a character string); with an attribute of an input entity; or with a more complex expression involving arithmetic operations or function calls (e.g., \( \sin(x) \), \( \text{rand()} \), \( \text{length(string)} \), etc.) on any of the former.

In order to employ the aforementioned attributes in a PCGR (see Section 3.3), the user has to define all attributes that entities will carry inside that graph. The attribute declaration (where name, type, and default value are stated) defines a key that is used to access the corresponding value in the entity’s attribute hash table. In practice, an explicit storage of the value is not required if the value matches the default value of the attribute. Simply, if the search in the hash table fails, the default attribute value is used. In this way, all entities in the graph can be considered to be always carrying all defined attributes.

Attributes can be read from and written to inside of nodes. As entities flow through nodes or even specific ports, the corresponding value of an entity’s attribute key can be accessed and/or changed. Such nodes have their own attribute declarations, whose keys can be mapped to graph attribute keys. For example, the “count” node in Figure 4 takes a list of entities, determines the total number of elements, and assigns the index of each element to the “index” attribute of those entities. By mapping its “index” attribute to the “circle index” attribute of the graph, the value assignment is propagated from the node scope to the graph scope. If one would choose not to perform this mapping, the value of the “index” attribute would be discarded and the “circle index” value would remain unchanged. An inverse attribute propagation, that is, from the graph scope to the node scope, is also possible. This is essential in procedures such as attribute aggregation, where its values must be read in...
order to perform averaging, minimum, maximum, or other operations.

Although at a first glance it might seem cumbersome to provide attribute definitions for an entire graph, there are several important advantages to it. First, the user keeps an overview of all attributes that entities carry, which is often convenient. Second, it is easier to optimize memory usage, because most intermediate values that nodes could attach to entities might never be used afterwards. Third, it releases the need for namespace handling, as attribute keys are unique and tied to the scopes of nodes and graphs.

3.7. Encapsulation. Certain graphs might often be reused as subgraphs within other graphs, and our approach allows a simple transformation into a node, an encapsulation.

The operation to transform a graph \( G \) into a new node, \( N \), ready to be used in a supergraph \( S \) is relatively straightforward (Figure 5). Any input/output port of a node in \( G \) can be marked as a gate (usually accompanied with giving it a meaningful name). A gate will serve as a port when this graph is used as a node in a supergraph. Graph parameters of \( G \) become node parameters of \( N \) by default, yet they can be hidden, if so desired. The same applies to attribute declarations in \( G \). Hereby, the attributes in \( S \) can be transferred to \( G \) and/or forwarded back from \( G \) to the scope of \( S \).

Regarding execution, a subgraph will always be executed as long as possible and, only when its execution queues are empty, will the supergraph continue execution. As a result, this complete local execution of encapsulated graphs can also be helpful to control the execution order, in cases where this is needed. Once the encapsulated graph finishes execution, all attributes that have been defined within this subgraph (but not those mapped to the supergraph) are removed from all entities before proceeding to the supergraph.

Encapsulating a graph and properly organizing its parameters, attributes, and ports to define more complex structures facilitates the definition of models with richer semantics. By successively encapsulating graphs, one can achieve a higher level of control where the manipulated nodes can represent increasingly complex architectural structures (pillars, windows, balconies, doors, etc.) instead of low-level operations. This concept is well discussed by Silva et al. [5] and well advertised by side effects [6]. However, their restriction on a certain amount of ports per node (the former has a one input port limit and the later has a one output port limit) reduces the expressiveness and semantic potential of the node, given that it is at the port level that one can distinguish which kinds of structures are accepted, as well as output.

3.8. Augmentations. By default, procedures have a static signature; that is, they offer a fixed set of available control parameters, attributes, and ports. Yet, an operation such as the split requires the enumeration of several slices and the customization of each one. In CGA shape grammars, each slice carries information about size, flexibility, and output rule symbol. Only by having all such information at once can the procedure precalculate the remaining available splitting size and adjust each slice size accordingly.

The generic way for PCGRs to deal with such flexible design annotation consists of augmentations, which can be seen as extensions to the nodes. An augmentation is a node structure that aggregates parameters, attributes, or ports. Again, for the split node example, an augmentation is the structure that holds the information about the slice and contains the output port where to send the result. Any number of such augmentations can be added to a node, and doing so affects the number of its output ports.

Generally speaking, augmentations are useful to indicate lists of constraints or guidelines that a node should consider in...
Figure 5: Encapsulation of a graph that extends the "fit-to-scope" operation to lists. The thick-line ports indicate the gates of the graph, which are mapped to the encapsulated node's ports. Graph parameters are also mapped to the node's parameters. The supergraph uses this encapsulated graph to easily copy and fit a brick rooftop into each cell of a rectangular grid (both brick and grid are also encapsulations). The result is a detailed roof surface.

By their nature, augmentations cannot be reduced to a simple sequence of nodes or encapsulation. This is easier to understand, for example, for operations that require some kind of precalculation (e.g., split), evaluation (e.g., condition), or any other "atomic" organization (e.g., grouping or sorting).

4. List Manipulation and Data Integration

Having introduced the basic functional aspects of PCGRs, this section will focus on several content manipulation and integration possibilities that have hardly been addressed, if at all, in previous approaches.

4.1. Grouping, Merging, Unification, and Clustering. Shape grammar approaches use a top-down approach, transforming one simple entity into many complex ones, but there are many cases where joining back entities into single ones is not only convenient, but also necessary to achieve certain designs. In a PCGR, data is organized into entities that can be assembled or decomposed as manipulation needs arise. In this sense, the gather nodes are the key to the accumulation and congregation of entities. Hereby we define grouping as the process of collapsing various entities into a single container entity, according to certain criteria, such as spatial distribution, matching properties, or common attributes. Grouping works primarily as a means to organize and structure entities, building a hierarchy, but one which can be ungrouped at any point; hereby, the original entities are recoverable.

In the geometric domain, we additionally distinguish the concept of merging and unification. Merging is the process of gathering all faces, edges, and points of different shapes into a single shape entity, while unification does the additional step of finding and connecting common faces, vertices, and edges. A useful application of these operations is portrayed in Figure 6, featuring balconies stretching across corners, a recurring issue hardly achievable using shape grammars. The façades are split into a grid of separate tiles, each containing information about their X-Y index within the grid of the respective façade. These indices are used to conditionally filter the leftmost and rightmost tile from each façade, for nonground floors. The "group" node then assembles all these tiles by floor. Within each group, tiles are merged and unified if they have overlapping edges (using the "adjacency merge" node). Having the corner faces together within the same shape, the extrusion for corner vertices can be done according to the sum of the faces' normal, creating the seamless result intended for such balconies.

Spatial clustering is another form of grouping that joins elements according to spatial proximity, as illustrated in Figure 7. Given lots of the peripheral area of the generated city, 6 random lots were selected as initial centroids and, using a k-means algorithm, the remaining lots were sorted according to their proximity to these cluster centroids. The obtained clusters were then used to construct alternating industrial and residential neighborhoods, with green areas located around some cluster centers.

4.2. Aggregation. One of the possibilities that emerge from the control over sets of objects is the application of
aggregation functions—minimum, maximum, average, and sum—over entity properties or attributes. They are frequently used with condition or grouping nodes to filter and organize entity sets.

Figure 7 displays a complex example featuring an extensive urban environment with thousands of buildings. The starting point was a list of street blocks, each defined as a shape entity. For each one, the geometric centroid was calculated and stored as an attribute. Using the "aggregator" node, the whole set of blocks was gathered, the centroid attribute taken as a value to average, and the result stored as the "city centroid," the city center. The distance calculation to the center is performed for each block individually but, in order to calculate the relative distance (a value between 0.0 and 1.0), the maximum distance was first determined using again an aggregation node. City zoning was then determined by this relative measure: ≤0.3 for the downtown area, ≤0.45 for the commercial area, and the rest for the peripheral area. The height and style of buildings are random within the range acceptable for the assigned zone.

After the aforementioned clustering operation for the peripheral area was applied, the center of each cluster was calculated using the same aggregation method.

4.3. Amount Filtering and Counting. A very important flow control feature, unaddressed by shape grammars, is the ability to determine the amount of entities flowing through a particular point of the graph. This measure is especially important for filtering entities according to absolute or relative quantities. It is also required when a sequential order is to be introduced at a given point, for example, placing the main door at one of many candidate façades of a house. This is illustrated in Figure 8, where a common rule has to be found to address the various possible building shapes. The main door should face the street, yet many options exist (red, yellow, and blue arrows). Deciding upon the smallest façades (yellow and blue arrows) reduces the number of possibilities, but to ensure that only one door is created, the "amount filter" node is required, so as to pick the first element from the list.

4.4. Ordering, Reversing, and Shuffling. The order in which entities flow throughout the graph may be determinant to achieve a specific result. The "cluster" procedure (Figure 7), for instance, automatically picks the first \( n \) entities as source for the initial cluster centroids. As such, shuffling the city blocks beforehand ensures some randomness in the clustering process.

The "order by" augmentation node can sort entities by given attribute combinations. When used in conjunction with "amount filter," it can be used to filter the \( n \) smallest façades (Figure 8) or the \( n \) closest blocks to the cluster center (used for green area determination in Figure 7). Likewise, obtaining the largest façades or most distance objects could be obtained through the "reverse" node that inverts the entity list order.

4.5. Context-Sensitive Design. The generation process should depend not only on the properties of each entity, but also on its context. In PCGRs, this is best addressed using several input ports, each carrying data according to a specific meaning. Figure 1 portrays an environment built around this concept, where the level of detail of each building is determined by its distance to the main path (using a similar approach as Section 4.2). On the other hand, the decision on whether to design each façade depends on its visibility from the same path, as façades that will not be seen are best left out to reduce the memory and rendering overhead. The operation facilitating this verification, also employed in Figure 8, hereby simply named "is oriented to," accepts a list of shapes and a list of streets and calculates, for a given angle tolerance, if the shape is visible from any of the streets, without being occluded by another shape entity. The result is assigned to an attribute, but that distinction could also be done using several outputs. One important consideration is that, by gathering all the shapes and streets at once, this node can organize and optimize the verification internally using spatial data structures, such as quad- and octrees.

Another example node depicted in Figure 8 that interrelates entities is the "ray cast" node. For a given shape arriving at the first port, it casts a ray, following on the scope direction, and searches for the first intersection with the shapes arriving at the second port. The original object is returned on the first output port, while the separation of hit and nonhit shapes is performed to the second and third output ports. The actual hit location is stored to an attribute, which can later be used as a reference point for splitting or other operations.

4.6. Enforcing Execution Scopes. As mentioned in Section 3.2, collective nodes attempt to gather as many entities as possible...
Figure 7: Organization of city blocks for construction. After randomly generating about a thousand city blocks, the city center was determined in order to build a downtown area, a surrounding commercial area, and a peripheral area. The latter was divided into 6 clusters to define alternating industrial and residential neighborhoods. Again, the center point of each cluster was then calculated and the 10 closest blocks were reserved for green areas. This process involved several aggregation, sorting, clustering, grouping, and filtering operations.

Figure 8: Selection of the main door façade for several building footprint shapes. Purple arrows indicate a selection by a given façade index, very common in systems such as [6], which do not always guarantee plausible door locations. All other arrows refer to façades that are street oriented (as in [12]). From these options, the smallest façades were chosen using aggregation (yellow and blue arrows), but, to guarantee uniqueness, amount filtering was employed (blue arrows). The selected façade was fed to the "RayCast" node, which returned the front-facing wall and pointed to the right entity and location for the lot entrance to be built.

Figure 9: Example of the need to enforce execution scopes. If all the façades are collected without differentiation, only one façade of the whole building set would be selected, instead of one per building. Does come as a means not only to organize graph procedures, but also to provide an improved control over the data flow.

Figure 9 reflects a situation where several houses are generated using a simple graph, supposing one example where one would try to select exactly one façade of each building to create the main door. If all the façades are collected without differentiation and queued at the amount filter node, only one façade of the whole building set would be selected, instead of one per building, as desired.
Figure 10: Manipulation of different entity types within the same scene. A street entity led to the generation of several buildings, represented as shapes. Each building was given a number which was then used to produce a custom texture to attach next to each door. Light sources were then instanced on the location of each street lamp, just above the doors. The generation of each entity type therefore greatly benefits when processed in sequence, in a single pipeline, instead of in separate environments.

This can be solved using an “amount filter by,” which performs that separation internally using attributes, enumerated via node augmentations as grouping criteria (see Section 3.8). This approach can quickly become impractical, if such grouping would have to be performed, for example, per neighborhood, then the building, and then per floor. On the other hand, this requires all collective node operations to support such criteria analysis, as well as to have differentiating attributes configured every time.

Another alternative consists in isolating data using encapsulation so as to enforce execution scopes. The idea is that the operation over each lot is handled independently. For each input lot, the sequence of graphs, including collective nodes, is performed, meaning that the entity collection of the “merge” and “amount filter” operations are executed only within the scope of each individual building. This is guaranteed by the fact that encapsulated nodes, as any other procedures, work isolatedly on its executed queues, before allowing the supergraph to proceed with its execution.

4.7. Integrating Different Entity Types. The ability to manipulate several types of entities lies on the existence of nodes capable of creating, analyzing, or transforming them. This possibility is reflected in the typing of node ports, which provides the means to understand the node’s purpose and compatibility. Different entities can coexist within the same graph and, in some cases, even share the same nodes, ports, or edges, if they share the same ancestor type.

Figure 10 portrays an example where several entity types are manipulated within the same graph. Using a street network entity as the starting point, roads/sidewalks and lots were derived, as shape entities, using a “street to shape” node. The lots were developed into whole buildings and the light-source entities generated at the location of the lamps above each building’s main door. As for the door numbering, individual textures were generated using the “text on image” node and then placed on a plate next to the door using the node “set procedural material to shape,” which combines texture and shape, as a custom mesh material. The result is a complete urban scenery, which would otherwise require multiple environments for development and whose integration would require additional manual or scripting efforts.

5. Implementation

We implemented the procedural content graph approach in a prototype system called construct, which consists of a framework and a visual editor. In this section, we provide details on its architecture, functionality, and possibilities.

5.1. Framework. The framework consists of a set of assemblies developed using C#. The core contains the graph representation; basic entities, attribute types and procedures; execution algorithms; and the means to load and integrate procedure libraries. The definition of different entities (geometric meshes, surfaces, streets, images, lights, etc.) is split into different libraries, each incorporating specific procedures for manipulation and interoperation. By using C#’s reflection abilities, both library data and documentation are automatically extracted, all with the purpose of facilitating the development of the system.

Currently, construct implements: procedures for common operations in shape grammars (e.g., extrusion, splitting, translation, and rotation); texture synthesis (e.g., invert, add, subtract, etc.); surface manipulation (e.g., noise, smoothing, and leveling); street generation (e.g., buffer, translation, texturing, etc.); and light manipulation (e.g., instantiation, transformation). More importantly, it also provides many
operations focusing on list processing, context-based querying, and type integration, discussed in Section 4.

Extending the framework by developing whole new low-level nodes and entities requires some programming experience. We have made the framework available for a variety of projects and confirmed that it was easy for experienced programmers to add such new low-level procedures for very disparate purposes. We can therefore expect that the amount of available operations will further increase when construct is publicly released.

5.2. Visual Interface. In order to design graphs with our approach, we have developed a visual interface (Figure 11). The editor is plugin-based, providing the possibility to add custom file editors and docking windows. The main plugin for graph manipulation provides interactive tools for the creation and editing of graphs, as well as for the visualization of their output.

To manage graph, node, and port definitions, a separate inspector window is available, showing details of the currently selected element. When a node is selected, the user can edit its parameters (which features a parser of simple mathematical expressions and function calls), attributes, and augmentations. When a port is selected, the user can change its state to “blocked” (see Section 3.2) or to “gate” (see Section 3.7). A separate option to edit graph details is also available, letting the user define the graph parameters and attributes, as well as some metadata (name, description, etc.).

To view the output of PCGRs, a rendering window is available, which includes various visualization aids that allow users to better perceive mesh scopes (similar to [3]), such as edges or bounding boxes, among other guides.

The editor also features a debugging window to display log information produced by the nodes. When in debug mode, it can also provide information about the flow sequence, procedure execution times, and the amount of produced data. The Live-Execution mode, on the other hand, will automatically reexecute the PCGR for every change, helping the user understand the impact of modifications on the graph output. Since the whole graph is executed on a different thread, interaction remains smooth.

The visual interface facilitates intuitive graph manipulation. For example, the insertion of nodes is done through a quick search window that lists all available procedures. Once the node is added, edges can be drawn by dragging the mouse between two ports. Since ports can be of different types, visual guides on ports (changing their color and size) indicate which connections are allowed.

Encapsulation of graphs is also very much facilitated. To include a graph in a supergraph, the user simply has to drag the graph’s file into the supergraph’s editor canvas and the encapsulated node will be instantiated. The user can still set the subgraph’s parameters and gates afterwards and the changes will be reflected in the supergraph immediately. Conversely, a user can select a subset of nodes and edges and choose the option to encapsulate that selection into a new node file. Referenced control parameters/attributes will automatically be built into graph parameters/attributes, while connected ports will automatically be converted to gates and added to the encapsulated node’s signature.

6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss how procedural content graphs compare to existing approaches, namely, grammars and graph-based design tools. We also briefly discuss performance and feedback received on the use of our system.

6.1. Comparison with Grammar Approaches. As shown in Section 4, procedural content graphs can represent and manipulate content as lists or groups of entities, enabling operations like, for example, aggregation, sorting, and advanced
filtering, which, to the best of our knowledge, are either not achievable or very contrived using a grammar approach.

We now turn to the issue of the generality of PCGR, explaining how existing grammar specifications can be equally represented using procedural content graphs, often with the advantage of clarity and conciseness.

Generative grammars, such as the ones presented by Wonka, Müller, and Krecklau [2–4, 14], are defined typically as a set of production rules \textit{Predecessor }→ \textit{Successor}, where the predecessor is a nonterminal symbol and the successor is a set of one or more nonterminal or terminal symbols. Given a starting nonterminal symbol, the process consists of successively replacing symbols that match the predecessor with the ones indicated in the successor. For instance, in shape grammars, geometric shapes are the symbols that are created or successively transformed by means of operations.

That same rule structure is captured in the graph connectivity of a PCGR: entities (the nonterminal symbols) emanating from a given output port (the predecessor) flow through established edge connections to input ports of other nodes (the successor), thereby further transforming them. The possibility to create any number of connections between any pair of output-input ports of compatible types induces that the same possibilities for rule convergence, divergence, and recursion still apply. As for other grammar features, they are easily reproduced in a PCGR as follows:

(i) \textit{Parametric Rules} [3]. Parameter passing is achieved by means of attribute handling (Section 3.6).

(ii) \textit{Conditional Rules} [3]. They are achieved through condition nodes, featuring one input, 2 outputs, and a boolean parameter/expression. If they are evaluated to be true, the entity received as input is sent to the first output port, otherwise, to the second.

(iii) \textit{Scope Rules} [3]. Pushing and popping scope states are achievable through an attribute of type list/stack, which is written to and read from, just like any other attribute.

(iv) \textit{Split Rules} [3]. A split is an augmented node, which allows a flexible definition of the split sizes and the introduction of a separate output port for each split. Snap shapes can also be introduced dynamically through specific augmentation types (Section 3.8).

(v) \textit{Occlusion Query Tests} [3]. An occlusion query node uses its gather port to receive all the shapes, organize them into an octree, and test for occlusions (within a certain distance, defined in the node parameters). The occluded and nonoccluded shapes are returned via different output ports.

(vi) \textit{Generalization of Nonterminal Objects} [4]. It is supported naturally through the typed nature of procedural content graphs (Section 3.3).

(vii) \textit{Connecting Structures} [14]. They are supported naturally through the possibility to define multiple input ports or gather ports (Figure 8).

 '\textit{Accessing and Creating Containers}' [14]. They are supported by the merging and grouping abilities offered by gather ports (Section 4).

6.2 \textit{Comparison with Existing Systems and Tools}. When compared to text-based alternatives such as grammars, PCGRs offer a visual solution that makes data flow easier to understand, follow, and manage, especially for complex constructions. That goal has been addressed before [5] but inherited the limitations from the underlying shape grammars, such as the impossibility to aggregate and manipulate entity lists. The Houdini-based approaches [6, 7] somehow address this issue as well but impose restrictions on recursion and encapsulation (Section 3.7). In addition, they rely on labels to filter and control the flow in an implicit form (rather than an explicit representation via edge and port connectivity), which introduces a management issue shared by grammar-based systems. Moreover, since symbols, like labels, are not always easily given semantically relevant names, it is hard to manage and maintain a project, especially as it gets larger.

As to the implementation of our framework and visual editor, construct is a proof of concept, not meant to be compared directly to commercial tools such as CityEngine [12] or Houdini [6], certainly not regarding design features (such as the sophistication of the available procedures) or interface accessibility. However, our framework has been designed with extensibility in mind and users are able to easily expand it with their own components. In particular, the flexibility of supporting custom entities, augmentations, and encapsulations brings about the integration of all components in one unifying system.

6.3 \textit{Performance}. In general, the execution of PCGRs is fast and on par with tools as Houdini and CityEngine, for the same degree of geometric complexity. Nonetheless, we have not made an exhaustive performance comparison, as it would go beyond the scope of this paper. Also, performance depends considerably on the type of processing algorithms, some of which are, to the best of our knowledge, actually unfeasible with other approaches, as stated in Section 4. Most important of all is the fact that the overhead time for node sequencing and data transport is negligible. This means that the graph representation and data flow execution algorithm itself does not constitute a performance issue.

For the various examples used here, the total generation times were at most a few seconds, mostly just a few milliseconds, on an Intel Core i7-2670QM, 2.2 Ghz Laptop, featuring 16 GB RAM, Nvidia GeForce GTX 560M. Consequently, interactive graph modifications are possible and the user receives quick feedback. For larger or more detailed examples, such as the one displayed in Figures 6 and 12, encapsulation and parametrization significantly help reducing the generation scope (to focus on smaller number of blocks or buildings at a time instead of a vast area), therefore ensuring a smooth interactive experience.

The use of Microsoft XNA as a rendering engine has restricted the current construct visual interface to a 32-bit process. As a result, memory allocation is limited, making
the design of both very large and very detailed scenes impossible to sustain and visualize. We intend to address this issue in the future to better test the limits of our system.

6.4. User Feedback. We let four users test our system and performed active demo sessions with another five users, most of them having had some contact or actual experience with CGA shape grammars (through CityEngine) or Houdini. Due to their experience with shape grammars and with graph-based design tools, these participants were swiftly able to build basic structures and had simple results within a very short time (Figure 13).

All users were given only a few example graphs to examine and had to figure out for themselves how the system worked. Their responses led us to conclude that the simple graph topology, node nomenclature, and reduced graph size (achieved through successive encapsulation of meaningful operations) are very positive and valued factors. To all questioned users, there was a clear preference of such visual representation over the text-based ones. Examples that show control and merging of lists with geometric entities were considered most exciting to shape grammar users. They understood and indicated that this new possibility would allow them to execute operations based on relationships between entities, considering this feature to be very useful.

On a negative side, users commented on the difficulty to find low-level nodes that they needed among the list of existing ones, an issue we plan to address by introducing a categorization of the existing procedures in the future. As expected, many other pointed issues lied on pure GUI-based deficiencies, such as the lack of keyboard shortcuts, poor autocompletion for the expression editor, and the need for long mouse trips between graph canvas and inspector window. Therefore, these features will have to be addressed before more formal and complete usability studies can be performed.

At this stage, construct has already been used in numerous research projects on (or using) procedural content generation [37]. Besides the ease-of-use, researchers point out the great benefit of being able to easily define their custom procedures and interactive tools.

7. Conclusion

We have introduced procedural content graphs (PCGRs), a generic approach for the specification of content generation procedures, which retains the advantages of grammar-based solutions and addresses most of their limitations. In particular, we demonstrated that a variety of list-based operations, as, for example, merging, ordering, aggregation, and clustering, strongly contribute to a richer and more expressive design specification than that offered by other grammar and graph-based approaches. This is also patent in the support of custom entity types, which contribute to a more intuitive description of the content generation procedures. Moreover, the introduction of augmentations, encapsulation and attributes, significantly helps keeping content design and development compact and flexible.

In the future, we would like to perform a formal user study to quantitatively investigate user friendliness. So far, our experience is that even people unfamiliar with other procedural design methods are able to grasp its functioning and to rapidly build their first graphs.
We believe that the generality of procedural content graphs provides an ideal ground for context-dependent development, towards a unified pipeline for comprehensive procedural content generation. Even more, this approach has the potential to be integrated with real-time simulation or game engines as well, in order to support adaptive generation of large virtual environments. Because the approach was designed with extensibility in sight, we can expect that it will give rise to an active community contributing new features, from new procedures and entities, to more high-level editing features, ultimately leading to an increasing deployment of procedural content graphs.
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